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HOUSE CALLS

WA L K Y O U R W O R L D

Ultrasound
isn’t just to
view babies
House Calls runs every other Saturday.
Today’s column is written by Catherine
Balck, an ultrasound technologist at Sutter
Coast Hospital.
Some people are surprised when their
doctor orders an ultrasound exam, because
they thought ultrasound was only used for
viewing babies inside of mothers.
Actually, ultrasound exams are used to
look at and evaluate almost all areas of
the body. For example, we regularly use
ultrasound to see the abdomen, pelvis,
kidneys, bladder, scrotum, breast, all sorts
of blood vessels and of course babies at
various stages of development.
So what exactly is ultrasound? Diagnostic ultrasound is a way to look at an
organ of the body by using high frequency
sound waves
(way above what
your ear can
hear) to create an
image. The way
this works is that
the ultrasound
machine uses a
wand or probe to
create the sound
waves and send
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them into the
body. These sound waves hit and then
bounce off of the body part or organ that
is being examined. The data from the returning sound waves are then used to make
images of that body part or organ.
Like any diagnostic method, ultrasound
has both benefits and limitations. One of
the big benefits is that ultrasound allows
the medical provider to see inside the body
in “real time.” The technologist and doctor
can see blood as it flows, or see a needle
inserted into tissue for a biopsy. Ultrasound
also helps doctors look at a patient’s organs
to see if there is a disease or injury. Plus,
because ultrasound makes images without
using any radiation, it helps reduce the
amount of radiation that a patient will receive over a lifetime.
A big limitation of ultrasound is that
it can’t create clear images of organs
that contain air (like bowel) or bone.
This is why lung, bowel and brain tissues
are not usually imaged with ultrasound.
When a patient has a large body size the
images produced are not as detailed as
they are with thinner patients. In addition,
to get the clearest images patients may
need to slow their breathing or hold their
breath — but this is very hard or impossible for patients who are very young or
very ill.
So what happens when you have an ultrasound exam? First, it does not hurt. Although you may feel some pressure from
the ultrasound wand, you will not feel the
sound waves. When you arrive for your
exam you will be greeted in the Diagnostic
Imaging Department by the technologist
and escorted to the ultrasound suite. The
technologist will explain the exam, ask
some questions about your symptoms, and
then have you lie down on a bed. The area
to be imaged will be exposed, and the
technologist will apply warm gel to the
imaging wand or your body. The purpose
of the gel is to ensure all of the sound
waves enter your body and don’t get “lost”
at your skin.
The technologist will take multiple images of one or more areas. Some exams
require evaluation of up to 10 organs;
others might be focused only on your area
■ See HOUSE CALLS, B8
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The Smith River’s South Fork is beautiful viewed from the the Boulder Creek section of the Kelsey Trail, above, or from the water’s edge at Gordon Gorge, below.

GORGEOUS GORDON
Trace South Fork from above, then take the plunge
By Richard Wiens
Triplicate editor

Say you tire of the coastal cool
and simply want to add 20 degrees
to your day.
Or you’re looking for a remote
swimming hole, a place to sprawl
on a patch of sand and flat
river rocks.

Or you’ve been hankering to
check out a recently restored section
of a historic trail that used to be
plied by mule trains connecting
Crescent City to Siskiyou.
There are so many reasons to
embark on the old Kelsey Trail just
off South Fork Road that Laura
and I were a bit surprised to find
ourselves alone from start to finish
last Sunday. But then, solitude
amid the splendor is yet another
reason to go.
When the fog rolled over
Pebble Beach, we decided it
wasn’t a Coastal Trail
kind of day. But the
blue sky shone
through almost
as soon as we
got on U.S.
Highway
199, and
by the

time we were driving South Fork
Road, the temperature seemed to
jump in 5-degree increments every
time we glanced at the dashboard
thermostat.
It’s nine miles from the highway
to the Boulder Creek trailhead, a
well-marked pull-off on the left side
of the road. A big sign features a
quick history lesson and a map of
the seven-mile stretch of the Kelsey
Trail starting here and meandering
generally to the east all the way to
the Big Flat Campground.
This day, we planned to take in
only the two-mile Boulder Creek
section, and we ended up not quite
completing even that much — for
a very pleasant reason.
Members of the welcoming committee included bark-shedding
madrones, waist-high ferns and wild
rhododendrons in full

bloom — along with some unwelcoming poison oak. They ushered
us toward the marathon main attraction, a path that tracked the
route of the Smith River’s South
Fork.
The heavily foliaged path afforded tantalizingly partial glimpses
of the liquid jade maybe 100 feet
below. The trick was to be like a
■ See KELSEY TRAIL, B3

An Opportunity Like No Other
M

This message is brought to you by
Building Healthy Communities

ore than two years ago the
residents of Del Norte County
and its Adjacent Tribal Lands
began a journey to create a stronger
community where children are healthy,
safe and ready to learn. During a
year-long planning phase as part of
The California Endowment’s Building
Healthy Communities initiative
business leaders, organizations,
neighborhood groups and individuals
shared their concerns and hopes for
our community. Informed by the
community’s voice, a group of
stakeholders worked diligently to
develop a Community Plan that
provides a roadmap of what we need to
accomplish in order to have a healthier
community. The plan included our core
belief that our children should dream
about their futures – and those dreams

should be framed by family, health,
safety, economic security, education
and hope.
Teams of residents and organizations
fueled by common interests and
passions have been working hard since
we finished the Community Plan.
These teams have identified issues and
created their own solutions to secure
early wins in decreasing childhood
obesity and youth violence, and
increasing school attendance and
access to preventative health care.
There are many successes to celebrate!
A dental van now serves all students;
community gardens exist; a new
preschool opened; school meals are
improving and now include salad bars;
more kids are drinking water instead of
soda; and resident leaders have
formally organized to improve their

communities in Smith River, Klamath,
at Sunset High School and on the
Yurok reservation. More than 500
business leaders, teachers, residents
and parents engaged in a conversation
that resulted in the Del Norte Unified
School District adopting a new model
of education last month.
The Building Healthy Communities
initiative is an opportunity like no
other that we have seen before in this
community. Through this work we will
ultimately change the way all of us
think about and support health in our
community. Good health doesn’t begin
in a doctor’s office; health happens
where we live, work and play together.
By building resident power to affect
change, growing youth leaders,
working better collaboratively, and
leveraging more resources we will

truly change the systems and policies
that impact our community’s health.
Look for an article every-other
Saturday in the Del Norte Triplicate to
learn more about the work that is
happening and how you can be
involved as we build a healthier
community.
Please join us for the Building Healthy
Communities Community Collaborative meeting on Wednesday, May 23rd
at 5:15 pm at the Veteran’s Memorial
Hall. Come and see the debut of
youth-created movies about the work,
the unveiling of community health
indicators, hear about community
success stories and become involved.
Food and childcare will be provided.
For more information, please call
707-465-1238 or find us on Facebook
at www.facebook.com/bhcdnatl.
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